
BEHAVIORAL SEGMENTATION IN UAE

Psychographic instruments and the Vals System developed in the US have been U.A.E. Findings revealed that
segmentation is used extensively and that it.

Young people often switch from one operator to another in order to capitalise on the most profitable
promotional offer. The UAE was recently eighth in a list of countries whose consumers are trading up from
mid-market brands. The preference of Arab consumers for a certain product is not explicitly admitted,
although a purchase is often justified by discussing the qualities and benefits of the purchased product. The
telecommunication industry is a clear example of the phenomenon of duality among youth. Consumer profiles
are evolving at a more rapid rate than that determined by traditional market segmentation methods such as
mere geographical clustering, revealing that consumers are looking to purchase offers that go beyond their
known price thresholds. Throughout this process, companies usually do not take into account the
commonalities shared by all sub-segments living in a single society and under the influence of a specific
cultural behaviour pattern. The brand Jollibee knows all too well how crucial to success segmentation is in the
UAE. Yet when it comes to purchasing mobile devices, they do not hesitate to raise their purchasing power
substantially to procure the latest smart device. Aside from gender influences in consumer behavior, the UAE
is a pretty unique market landscape, with  The same concept applies to the automotive industry. Tesla also
added 50 cars to the limo fleet of taxis in Dubai to show off their luxury credentials. So if you want customers
to connect with your brand in the UAE, make sure your customer relationship management is effective and
highly personalized, and that your website offers the best possible brand experience. Family income, for
example, used to be a key determining factor of consumer purchasing behaviour. Arab consumers tend to
place too much value on owning cars with many upscale features this enhances their social image and are
willing to pay more for options and features that they will rarely use. They were so successful that when their
first store opened in , crowd control was called in to manage the massive lines. But UAE shoppers also have
high expectations, and earning their loyalty can be a challenge. It might seem the way to success would be to
target almost exclusively the male population. To appeal to this luxury mindset, emphasizing the quality,
craftsmanship, and status of your brand could help you differentiate and increase local engagement. To
succeed, carefully consider the unique demographic trends offered by the UAE market and how to adapt your
strategy to target and engage with specific consumer groups. When they launched their flagship Model S and
X cars, they also opened a pop-up shop in the Dubai Mall, a Tesla Ranger product support service, and a
service center. Incidentally, their approach of targeting expats has also been successful in the UK. The
traditional method of building static consumer profiles should be replaced to create a more dynamic
mechanism. No matter what your product or brand, connecting with and engaging the female demographic is
likely critical to your UAE marketing strategy.


